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∗
We onsider RF-spetrosopy of ultraold Fermi gases by exat simulations of the many-body
state and the oherent dynamis in one dimension. Deviations from the linear response sum rule
result are found to suppress the pairing ontribution to the RF line shifts. We ompare the oherent
rotation and quasipartile desriptions of RF-spetrosopy whih are analogous to NMR experiments
in superuid
3
He and tunneling in solids, respetively. We suggest that RF-spetrosopy in ultraold
gases provides an interesting rossover between these desriptions that ould be used for studying
deoherene in quantum measurement, in the ontext of many-body quantum states.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss, 03.75.-b, 78.90.+t
I. INTRODUCTION
The exitation spetrum of a quantum state an be
measured by outoupling partiles and reating quasi-
partiles. In ultraold Fermi gases, RF-spetrosopy
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄ realizes suh outoupling. One
of the two interating (pseudo)spin omponents is ou-
pled by an RF eld to a third omponent. This an be
viewed as a quasipartile reation proess [9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄ analogous to tunneling. It an
also be viewed as a oherent rotation in (pseudo)spin
spae [19, 20, 21, 22℄, analogous to NMR experiments in
superuid
3
He [23, 24, 25℄. The piture whih applies
depends on the oherene of the time evolution [22℄. We
ompare the oherent rotation and quasipartile desrip-
tions, and study nonlinear eets, by exat simulations
of the dynamis in 1D, using the matrix produt state
(MPS) method [26℄.
In this letter, we suggest that the amount of deo-
herene, not the nal state interations diretly, is the
ruial issue determining whih kind of theoretial de-
sription for RF spetrosopy should be applied. We dis-
uss the dierene between the oherent and quasiparti-
le pitures from this viewpoint, and make a onnetion
between RF-spetrosopy and the quantum measurement
problem [27, 28℄, with disussion on possible experiments.
We give exat numerial results on how deviations from
the linear response lead to a redued pairing ontribution
to the RF line shifts. These preditions are diretly rel-
evant for oming 1D experiments and should be a good
estimate for the oherent 3D ase as well.
∗
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II. COHERENT AND QUASIPARTICLE
PICTURES
The system onsidered is desribed by the Hamiltonian
H =
∫
dr
{ ∑
σ=1,2,f
Ψ†σ(r)
[
−
∇2
2m
− µσ
]
Ψσ(r)+
Ψ†1(r) [U12 n2(r) + U1f nf (r)] Ψ1(r)+
ΩΨ†f(r)Ψ2(r) + h..+
δ
2
[n2(r)− nf (r)]
}
,
(1)
where U12 and U1f are the interation strengths (U2f in-
teration is negleted), µ1 = µ2 ≡ µ the hemial poten-
tials, m is the mass, ni(r) = Ψ
†
i (r)Ψi(r) and Ω the eld
(eetive) Rabi frequeny. For a non-interating system
(U12 = U1f = 0), the spetrum of transferring partiles
to the (initially empty) nal state f has a peak at fre-
queny ωfree. For an interating system, the maximum
transfer of atoms from state 2 to state f takes plae at a
ertain RF frequeny ωRF that an dier from ωfree by
some detuning δ = ωRF − ωfree.
In the quasipartile piture, assuming BCS state with
exitation energy Ek, gap ∆ and linear response for the
eld, the detuning is bound by the energy onservation
relation [9℄ δ = Ek + ǫk −µ =
√
(ǫk − µ)2 +∆2+ ǫk −µ,
whih gives the threshold detuning δth =
√
µ2 +∆2 −
µ ≃ ∆
2
2µ ≃
∆
2
2EF
(minimum δth is obtained for the non-
interating ase with single partile energy ǫk = 0). In-
luding the Hartree interations gives
δth =
√
(−µ+ U12n1)2 +∆2 − µ+ U1fn1
≃ (U1f − U12)n1 +
∆2
2(µ− U12n1)
≃ (U1f − U12)n1 +
∆2
2EF
,
(2)
where EF is the Fermi energy and nσ denotes the den-
sities for dierent omponents. For the BCS state the
2threshold δth orresponds well to the maximum peak po-
sition. Eq.(2) gives also the moleular binding energy
δth ∼ 2|µ|, for µ < 0 and |µ| >> ∆.
In the oherent rotation piture, within the linear re-
sponse regime, the mean value for the frequeny shift, δ¯,
an be obtained from the sum rules [20, 21℄
δ¯ =
∫
dδ δ χ′′(δ)∫
dδ χ′′(δ)
= (U1f − U12)
〈
∫
drΨ†1(r)Ψ
†
2(r)Ψ2(r)Ψ1(r)〉
n2
(3)
whih in the BCS limit beomes [20℄
δ¯ = (U1f − U12)n1 + (U1f − U12)
∆2
U212n2
. (4)
The Hartree term (U1f − U12)n1 is the same in Eq.(2)
and in Eq.(4). Negleting it one obtains for U1f = 0 that
δth ≃
∆2
2EF
δ¯ =
−∆2
U12n2
.
Both the quasipartile and oherent rotation pitures
predit that the frequeny shift is proportional to ∆2,
but for dierent reasons. For the oherent rotation, the
term
∆
2
|U12|
is the dierene between the total energy of
the nal and initial many-body states, and dividing it by
n2 gives the energy dierene per partile. In the quasi-
partile piture, the suppression of pairing by the Fermi
energy, δth ≃
∆
2
EF
, appears beause the partiles that an
be exited with the smallest energy are at the bottom of
the Fermi sea (ǫk = 0). Note that in some other ontexts
(e.g. tunneling in metals), the states at the bottom of the
Fermi sea are Pauli bloked, whereas here the nal state
is initially empty. In fat, by having initial oupation
of the nal state, the dependene of δth on ∆ ould be
brought towards δth ∼ ∆ [9, 10, 29℄ in the quasipartile
piture, whereas in the oherent rotation piture the ∆2
dependene would be unhanged. For the oherent rota-
tion, the term (U12 − U1f ) multiplying ∆
2
leads to the
zero shift δ¯ = 0 if the interation strengths are the same,
i.e. the interation is SU(2) invariant in spin spae [25℄.
In ontrast, in the simplest quasipartile piture (Eq.(2))
the term proportional to ∆2 does not depend on the nal
state interations. This an be valid for many-body pair-
ing with weak interations: a single outoupled partile
does not form a Cooper pair beause there is no Fermi
sea for the partiles in the nal state. For strong nal
state interations and/or if bound states exists, pairing
an take plae without the Fermi sea. Suh a 1-f bound
state an be added to the quasipartile piture to desribe
bound-bound transitions [13, 18℄.
The shape of the spetra in the oherent rotation and
quasipartile pitures allows distinguishing between them
in the experiment. In the quasipartile piture, the spe-
tral peak is asymmetri with a long tail. In the oherent
rotation desription, the spetra are symmetri and not
broadened by interations [20, 22℄. We will now om-
pare the oherent and quasipartile pitures in a one-
dimensional system, paying partiular attention to the
validity of the linear response. All the previous works in
the literature on RF-spetrosopy have assumed linear
response (only in [30℄ an approximative non-linear model
was onsidered). We thus present the rst results with
no approximations in the eld-matter interation.
III. METHODS AND RESULTS
We onsider the Hamiltonian (1) within the one-
dimensional, one-band Hubbard model with nearest
neighbour hopping and on-site interation, assuming the
tight binding approximation: H = −J
∑
〈ij〉σ c
†
iσcjσ +
U12
∑
i c
†
i1c
†
i2ci2ci1+U1f
∑
i c
†
i1c
†
ifcifci1+
∑
iσ µσc
†
iσciσ+∑
i
δ
2
(
c
†
i2ci2 − c
†
if cif
)
+ Ω
∑
i
(
c
†
if ci2 + c
†
i2cif
)
, where
c
†
iσ reates a partile σ to site i. No renormalization
is needed for the interation strengths due to the natural
uto by the rst band. We set the hopping J = 1 in
alulations, all other quantities are in units of J . The
relation between J , U and the parameters for atoms in
an optial lattie are as in [31℄. The hemial potentials
µσ are hosen so that the density beomes orresponding
to the half lling. The nal state is initially empty.
For alulating the ground state and simulating the
dynamis we use the matrix state produt method as de-
sribed in [26, 32℄. This formalism is espeially suited for
simulating time evolution in suiently regular systems.
All interation strengths, i.e. the BCS-BEC rossover,
an be onsidered, provided the single band approxima-
tion stays valid. The ground state (when Ω = δ = 0) is
obtained by operating on the initial state with imaginary
time evolution operator whih we approximate by the
Forest-Ruth formula [33℄. After alulating the ground
state, we simulate the dynamis by applying a square
pulse. For eah detuning, we alulate the expetation
value for the number of atoms in the nal state after hav-
ing applied the pulse and thus obtain the spetrum. The
numerially obtained RF line shift is denoted as δnum.
The errors due to the numerial method are ontrolled
and very small: we have varied the Shmidt number in
the MPS method from 5 to 12, and the results start to
onverge around 5 (depending on the interation). The
error still left in the results ts within the data point
symbols. The simulations are double-heked using two
omputer odes (one in C++, the other in Fortran).
Figure 1 shows the shift δnum as a funtion of the inter-
ation strength, U12, when U1f = 0. In Figure 2, we vary
U1f 6= 0 and keep U12 xed. For omparison, we show
the shift of the peak δ¯ as given by the sum rule within
the linear response theory, Eq. (3), where we alulate
〈
∫
drΨ†1(r)Ψ
†
2(r)Ψ2(r)Ψ1(r)〉 numerially. Having the
BCS result Eq. (4) in mind, we also plot the Hartree mean
eld ontribution U12n1, and extrat the quantity∆ from
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Figure 1: The frequeny shifts δnum for dierent interation
strengths U12 ≤ 0 (U1f = 0). The irles represent 1.0%,
rosses 10% and open squares 50% partile transfer, also in
the inset. The linear response - sum rule result δ¯ (solid line)
works well for weak interations or if the amount of trans-
ferred partiles is small. The result given by Fermi golden
rule (lled squares) and the Hartree term U12n1 (dotted line)
are also presented. The inset shows the dierenes between
sum rule and numerial results δ¯ − δnum.
Eqs. (3) and (4) via U〈c†i1c
†
i2ci2ci1〉 ≈ Un1n2 + ∆
2U−1.
Using ∆ obtained in this way we apply the standard BCS
desription to present results given by the simplest quasi-
partile piture (Fermi golden rule).
As Figure 1 shows, the numerial result deviates from
the linear response sum rule result (Eq. (3)) by an in-
reasing amount for inreasing interations, if the num-
ber of partiles transferred is e.g. 50 %, or even 10 %,
of the partile number in state 2. Only when as little as
∼ 1 % of the atoms are transferred, the linear response
is stritly valid. For U12 > 0, the deviation is found to
be similiar. Figure 2 shows the eet of nonzero U1f ,
i.e. the simple ampliation by the fator (U1f −U12) in
Eq.(3). As expeted for a oherent proess, the spetra
are symmetri and the width depends only on Ω as seen
in Figure 3.
We heked whether the simulated time evolution or-
responds to simple Rabi osillations with some eetive
detuning aused by interations: we tted to the numeri-
al osillations the maximum peak height
4Ω
2
δ′2+4Ω2 and the
period 2π(δ′2+4Ω2)−1/2 with δ′ as the tting parameter.
The tting was found to fail hand in hand with the failure
of linear response approximation for inreasing intera-
tions. This is in aordane with the observation (see
Figure 1) that nonlinear eets show up when the pair-
ing ontribution starts to beome onsiderable ompared
to the Hartree term (for Hartree shifts alone, the simple
Rabi piture should be valid). For 50 % of transferred
partiles, the suppression of the remaining pairing on-
tribution (i.e. other than Hartree) by nonlinearity ranges
from 30 % to 100 % for the values used in Figure 1. In
the simplest quasipartile piture, the nonlinear shift is
not neessarily this dramati sine higher order proesses
might produe primarily subthreshold weight rather than
shift of the peak.
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Figure 2: The frequeny shifts δnum for dierent nal state
interation strengths U1f (U12 = −1.0). The irles represent
1.0 %, rosses 10 % and open squares 50 % partile transfer,
also in the inset. The sum rule result δ¯ is shown with the
solid line and the Fermi golden rule result with lled squares
(at U1f = −1 the former is 0 and latter 0.01). The inset
shows the dierenes between sum rule and numerial results
δ¯ − δnum.
The results shown here are for densities lose to half
lling. For U12 = −1, we have done simulations also for
low densities (lling 0.25) whih orrespond to the on-
tinuum 1D ase and found that the nonlinear deviation
for 50% partile transfer was ∼ 10% of the total shift
(.f. 2% for half lling and U12 = −1). We have mainly
used 20 lattie sites but also bigger latties give the same
results, see Figure 3.
IV. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT AND
EXPERIMENTS
It is now interesting to ompare the oherent and
quasipartile pitures from the point of view of a quan-
tum measurement. In the former, the system deoheres
only after the pulse. In the latter, the measurement
instantaneously projets the system into the total -
nal state whih an be e.g. one free partile in state
f and one quasipartile in the superuid. The start-
ing point for both desriptions (within the linear re-
sponse) is the imaginary part of the orrelation funtion
Df2 = −i
∫
dr 〈T [ψ†2(r, t)ψf (r, t)ψ
†
f (0, 0)ψ2(0, 0)]〉 whih,
as well as the sum rules, orresponds to the oherent
Hamiltonian evolution. On the other hand, Fermi golden
rule orresponds to the instantaneous projetion (Fermi
golden rule result is often obtained in an experiment for a
long, weak exitation but formally it desribes an instan-
taneous projetion). Fermi golden rule follows by divid-
ing Df2 to the nal and initial state ontributions. The
measurement done is thus dened by the way the orre-
lation funtion is alulated. It is possible to alulate
Df2 by inluding nal state interations in a fully self-
onsistent way [20℄, orresponding to oherent rotation
of all partiles. In ontrast, the simplest quasipartile
piture (Eq.(2)) is obtained by a straightforward fator-
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Figure 3: Spetra for dierent values of the oupling Ω, the
interation strength U12 and the number of lattie sites NL.
The shape of Fermi golden rule result is also shown (in arbi-
trary units). The width of the spetrum depends only on Ω.
Here U1f = 0 and the duration of the pulse is 0.8Ω
−1
.
ization of Df2. Then the spetrum obtained no longer
satises the f-sum rule, i.e. it does not desribe oherent
evolution but a projetion measurement to the hosen -
nal state. If the nal state is likely to have bound states
or strong interations, they should be inluded in the
quasipartile desription [16, 18℄.
Some of the spetra obtained in the early RF experi-
ments on pairing [3, 6, 7℄ are symmetri although this
ould be partly due to broadening by inhomogeneous
density in [3, 6℄. However, the spetral shapes depend
on the interation strength, density and temperature,
and the quasipartile piture an be applied to desribe
qualitative features suh as the double peak struture
[12, 14, 17℄. Exat modelling of the intermediate ases
between the oherent and simple quasipartile pitures -
or realizing the experiment in suh a way that one pi-
ture is stritly valid - beomes ruial in high preision
measurements of the pairing gap. The reently obtained
spetra [8℄ in the ase where nal state interations have
been redued show learly asymmetri shape.
For strong initial state and weak nal state intera-
tions the eigenstate wavefuntions of the initial and -
nal states are very dierent: the RF eld then ouples
one state to a ontinuum of states. Deoherene is the
strongest when a state is oupled to a large number of
other states, whih enfores a projetion measurement.
This is obviously the ase for the moleule ontinuum
dissoiation proess. If the nal state resembles the ini-
tial state, the proess is more likely to stay oherent.
This an happen e.g. for stronger nal state interations.
The extreme ase is the Hartree mean elds whih do
not aet the wave funtion in a homogeneous system;
fully oherent rotation was observed in measurements of
the Hartree shifts [2, 19℄. The experimental observation
of both quasipartile and oherent rotation type results
for ultraold Fermi gases, and the possibility of a tunable
rossover between them suggest that RF spetrosopy in
these systems may be suited for studying the long stand-
ing problem of quantum measurement and the question
of how deoherene sets in in the measurement proess,
in the ontext of many-body states. Our 1D results give
preditions for the fully oherent and the fully deoher-
ent (quasipartile/Fermi golden rule) values of the RF
line shift. Another experimental indiator of the amount
of deoherene is the asymmetry of the peak. One ould
investigate how these two observable quantities (peak po-
sition and asymmetry) evolve - smoothly or abruptly -
when the amount of deoherene is hanged, either by
the length of the pulse or by the strength of the nal
state interations. One ould further repeat suh exper-
iments throughout the BCS-BEC rossover to nd out
whether many-body and single partile paired states are
vulnerable to deoherene in a dierent way.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have ompared the exat oherent dynamis of RF
spetrosopy of interating Fermions in one dimension to
the quasipartile piture within the BCS formalism. We
have also pointed out a potential onnetion with quan-
tum measurement and deoherene. Large suppression
of the pairing shift from the linear response predition
was found when the number of transferred partiles was
more than ∼ 1 %. The main dierene between the 1D
and 3D physis is the absene of long range order in 1D.
Sine RF-spetrosopy does not measure the long range
oherene of the many-body state, our results should give
a good estimate of the relative eet of nonlinearity also
in the 3D oherent ase. Therefore, in 3D experiments
where more than 1% of partiles were transferred and -
nal state eets were onsiderable (nearly oherent ase),
it is likely that the RF shifts have been suppressed by
amounts similar to the ones presented here. In the fu-
ture, it would be espeially interesting to onsider 1D
systems where exat theory and modeling is possible, to
understand both oherent and inoherent proesses in RF
spetrosopy. The deviations from the linear response for
strong interations found here also indiate that suh sys-
tems ould display other interesting nonlinear phenom-
ena in the eld-matter interation.
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